Hello my name is Clodagh Donohoe , and I love interior design and architecture . I have a business
named Clodagh Interiors. My mum is Kim Donohoe. This is a project I have been working on for a while
now, and I thought it would be a good design for your contest. I have designed it for a family of four. A
daughter , named Alicia . A son , named Jonathan . A mother , named Claudia , and a father , named
Mattieu .
This family needed seven things : an open plan living area , a room for Alicia and a room for Jonathan. A
main bedroom , with an en suite . Lastly , a bonus room . They know they wanted a pool , hot tub ,
breakfast hut , a barbeque , a table and a play house for their cats . ( Which are hiding somewhere in the
house . ) Mattieu , their father , loves to play on his X-Box , so , their TV stand has shelves to hold games
and controllers . Jonathan and Alicia love each other very much and insisted on having their bedroom
the same and beside each other . But we did change the colours of the bedding and their chairs . This
family is not keen on having big bedrooms and wash rooms , but love big open plan entertainment
spaces . So to make that work we did smaller bedrooms and bathrooms and a big open plan living space
. Their whole family loves laminate so we did laminate in Jonathan and Alicia’s bedroom the main
bedroom, the bonus room , and the open plan living space . Claudia plays the guitar, Jonathan plays
piano, Alicia paints, and Mattieu is a personal trainer and works out a lot so needed some at home
training equipment in the bonus room . They needed a path from their garage because , at the time ,
Jonathan was in a wheelchair and it was hard for him to use it on the grass . Mattieu has a motorcycle
and Alicia and Jonathan have bikes , so , there needed to be enough room in the garage for those .
Mattieu has a Jeep and Claudia has a van for bringing Jonathan and Alicia to school and stuff like that . In
their garage they also needed room for a freezer and shelves so we fit those in as well .

